The exosome model of transformation in Drosophila melanogaster proposes that DNA fragments enter the cells of treated individuals and become firmly associated with their homologous chromosome segments, but are never integrated into the linear structure of the chromosome. This paper reports results that validate two central predictions of the model: (a) the introduced genetic information usually maps precisely at the site of the target locus, and (b) the original chromosomal information is still present at that site.
In the first two papers of this series (la, lb) we reported data showing that the specific genetic effects of DNA in Drosophila melanogaster could properly be regarded as true genetic transformations. We suggested that the results were explicable in terms of a model in which the genetic information responsible for transformation persists in the form of exosomes; i.e., replicating DNA fragments that are closely associated with their homologous chromosome segments, but are never integrated into the linear structure of the chromosome. The principal evidence which suggested this model was the observation that transformed individuals possessing the introduced information in all of their cells were always phenotypic mosaics, and that whole-body transformants were not obtained even under experimental conditions favorable for exchange between introduced DNA and the chromosome. Unless ad hoc assumptions are made, models that postulate integration predict that whole-body transformants should be recoverable (2) .
We present here the genetic analysis of three transformed stocks. The results reported validate two central predictions of the exosome model: (a) the introduced genetic information usually maps precisely at the site of the target locus, and (b) the original chromosomal information is still present at that site. The one case in which the alteration maps at a site other than that of the target locus may represent either a suppressor mutant with an origin unrelated to DNA treatment, or the association of the introduced information with a region of partial homology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Three transformed stocks were utilized in this work: 6203 c!4, 8540 10, and e5-6. Their derivation and phenotypic characteristics are described in our previous communication (la) . All three exhibit stable v+ transformations resulting from the treatment of v;bw embryos with v+;bw+ allo-DNA. Although introduced v+ information is apparently present in all of the cells of flies from these stocks, mosaic expression and noiiautonomy results in a colored rather than a full browneyed phenotype. For purposes of convenience, the genetic symbol v* is used to refer to the alteration induced by ve DNA.
The mutants and special chromosomes used in this work are described by Lindsley and Grell (3) . RESULTS
Sex-linkage of induced alterations
Since the locus of v (vermilion) is at 33.0 on the X chromosome (3), v + transformations should exhibit sex-linked inheritance.
The following evidence shows that this is so for the three independent transformations present in the tested stocks: (a) Each of these stocks is maintained in two lines. F, whiteci'cl' X v;bw 9 9 * F, It. colored 9 9 X 6203 (colored) ci c' F, It. colored 9 9 X v;bw dc' d'* (BC) BC It. colored 9 X BC colored c' BC It. colored 9 9 X v;bw 'ci* BC colored cc X v;bw 9 9 * BC white 9 9 X v;bw 'ci'* BC white 9 9 X BC white ci'c BC white 9 X v;bw ci ' 2 6203 (colored) F, wild 9 9 X v;bw di'ci'* Vol. 68, 1971 The following evidence strongly suggests that all X chromosomes from transformed stocks still contain the mutant: (a) For 6203 e4, i he resdlts contained in Series 3-6 of Table   1 show that flies of the genotypes v*/Y;bw+/-, v*/v*;bw+/-, and v*/v;bw+/-are all vermilion-eyed. If v* chromosomes carried only v+ information, and this was expressed in a normal fashion, the phenotype expected of all these genotypes would be wild type. Similar results have been obtained with 8540 ci 10 and e5-6.
(b) Loss of v+ information is signaled by the occurrence of genetically white-eyed flies in the transformed stocks. These flies contrast with the phenotypic overlaps described in the previous section. When tested they produce no colored progeny. Their genetic behavior, in all respects, is identical with that of the untreated v;bw stock. Outcrosses to v;bw+ show that a mutant indistinguishable from v is still present, and outcrosses to v+;bw show that bw is still present. The frequency of such losses (10-3 to 10-4) is several orders of magnitude higher than that of spontaneous mutation of v+ to v (10-5 to 10-6) . No mutationally unstable alleles of v are known (3).
(c) There is no evidence that the loss of pigment-producing capacity in these white-eyed flies is accompanied by low viability, aberrant phenotypes, or any other evidence of the loss of chromosomal material. These flies are indistinguishable by any phenotypic criteria from the original v;bw stock before transformation. Since there is no positively identifiable product of the v gene, it is impossible to prove this rigorously, but the negative evidence strongly suggests that the v gene has remained unchanged throughout the entire process of transformation to a colored phenotype and reversion to white.
The mutant bw is unchanged in v+ transformed stocks
The crosses of Series 3, 4, 7, and 8 in Table 1 show that it is possible to demonstrate the presence of bw in 6203 d'4 by replacing v* with v+. Similar results have been obtained with 85406 10 and e5-6. Thus, as expected, the alteration present in these transformed stocks is specifically related to the vermilion locus and bw, located at 104.5 on chromosome 2, is unaffected.
The alteration in v+ transformed stocks is not at the white locus
The phenotypes of some mutants at the white locus (on the X chromosome at 1.5) resemble those of the transformed stocks except with regard to variability. The crosses of Series 9 and 10 in Table 1 show thit the alterations present in 6203 e4 are not at the white locus. Specifically, v*/wl females are wild type, indicating non-allelic complementation, and Series 10 of Table  1 demonstrates recombination between v* of 6203 a"4 and wt. In the latter case, the frequency of recombination between v* and w1 may be estimated as 24.6% from the frequency of wild males, brown males, and white females. Since wl is at 1.5, this would place the alteration in 6203 d64 at or beyond 26.1 on the X chromosome. For e5-6, it has been observed that v*/wl females are wild type, indicating nonallelic comnplementation. More precise mapping of the alterations in 6203c'4 and 8540 a 10 was accomplished by using the closest convenient markers on either side of v ( Table 2 ). The standard map of this region is (3) The position and distance of col with respect to y2 depends on a single individual classified as cv vf; i.e., crossveinless, forked, white-eyed. Unfortunately, this male died before it could be subjected to progeny testing, and it might have been a phenotypic overlap of the genotype col cv v f. In any event, col is very close to y2, as is su(s).
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
From the very beginning of this work it has been clear that the information introduced by allo-DNA is transmitted in each case in association with the chromosome carrying the specific target gene (4) . Thus, when the target genes were X-chromosomal, mosaicism was transmitted to subsequent generations according to the rules of sex-linkage. When the target genes were 3rd-chromosomal, mosaicism was transmitted according to autosomal rules. All 51 of the v+ transformed stocks obtained with the v;bw system exhibit sex-linked inheritance of the induced alteration (1).
Detailed genetic analysis of three of these stocks, presented in this paper, yields evidence adding to the validation of the exosome model: (1) In all three cases it has been possible to show that the mutant v has not been replaced in the X chromosome by the introduced v+ information. (2) In two of the three cases (6203 cl4 and 8540 10) the introduced information maps precisely at the v locus.
In these two cases, the exosome model yields the following conceptualization: (1) The linear structure of the X chromosome is unaltered and carries the genetic information of the mutant v at position 33.0. (2) In close association with the v segment of the chromosome there is a DNA segment, an exosome, carrying the information of v+. As pointed out previously (1), this concept accounts for the loss of v+ information at a rate higher than that expected from mutational inactivation, and it provides a ready basis for the uncertainty of expression which results in mosaicism. The latter problem will be examined in the next paper of this series.
The association of exosomes with their homologous chromosome segments is firm enough to result in regular Mendelian transmission (an observation which also implies that the t Includes 2 white-eyed flies which proved to be col upon progeny testing.
Vol. 68, 1971 exosome replicates in close synchrony with the chromosome). Transfer of exosomal information to other chromosomes has not been observed. Thus, in gametes produced by v*/Y males, the v + information has never been transferred to the Y chromosome or autosomes. This is seen with special clarity in stocks maintained by mating colored males (v*/Y;bw/bw) with attached-X females (yv: = /Y;bw/bw); in such stocks the v+ information is transmitted down the male line and has never been acquired by females. In gametes produced by v*/v* or v*/v females, the v+ information has never been transferred to the autosomes.
Transfer of exosomes from one homologue to the other cannot, however, be excluded. In experiments such as those described in Table 2 , such transfers would be indistinguishable from double crossovers. Although the coefficients of coincidence encountered in these experiments are somewhat high, the distance between the flanking markers (sn3 and m) is large enough to allow some double crossing-over. Unfortunately, suitable markers flanking v more closely are not yet available.
It is pleasing to suggest that the recognition by an exosome of its homologous chromosome segment, and the firmness of the association which it establishes with that segment, is a consequence of homology, i.e., of a close similarity in nucleotide sequence. From this point of view the exceptional location of the alteration in e5-6, at or near su(s), is an intriguing one.
The mode of action of su(s) mutants is not yet understood. All v mutants lack tryptophane pyrrolase activity, and some respond to su(s) mutants by a partial restoration of this enzymatic activity (5) . This suggests that su(s) is partially homologous to v. On the other hand, su(s) mutants also suppress mutants at loci other than v (s, 1-43.0; pr, 2-54.5; sp, 2-107.0, ref. 3) and the specificity of the restored enzyme is dictated solely by the identity of the suppressed v allele (6) . The most recent reports suggest that su(s) mutants are either "missense" suppressors, acting through effects on tRNA, or indirect or metabolic suppressors, acting through modification of the cellular environment (7).
Thus, two testable possibilities exist for the nature of the alteration in e5-6: (1) it may be a su(s) mutant which existed in the untreated v;bw stock or arose independently of DNA treatment, or (2) it may be a v+ exosome which has associated with a region of partial homology. If the first of these possibilities is correct, all true transformations that have been analyzed will be attributable to exosomes associated with their target genes. If the second is correct, it may provide an insight into the nature of su(s), into the existence of repetitive DNA sequences in Drosophila, and into the nonspecific and semispecific genetic effects of DNA in Drosophila reported by other workers (8) .
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